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Abstract The present study tests the effect of ability pairing in two instructional methods in L2 collaborative revision. Two continuous indices determine a pair: individual proficiency level, distance in proficiency between pair members (heterogeneity), and the interaction between both indices. Instructional methods tested are modelling and practising. Results show that the effect of pair composition depends on instructional strategies. In the Practising condition less proficient learners profit most from a heterogeneous ability pair, whereas more proficient learners are best paired homogeneously. In the Modelling
condition no effect of pair composition factors was observed. This result illustrates that Modelling is a powerful instructional method for complex learning tasks like collaborative revision in L2 as it overrides some of the grouping effects which can be found in more traditional learning conditions.
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**Conditions for successful collaboration: group composition and instruction**

One expects a lot of peer collaboration for both learning-to-write and learning-to-revise in a first language (=L1) (MacArthur et al. 1991; Stoddard and MacArthur 1993) and a second or foreign language (=L2) (Villamil and De Guerrero 1996, 1998). To have a positive effect, however, peer collaboration should be structured by training or instruction (cf. Min 2005; Van Steendam et al. 2010). Another decisive factor that contributes to the effect of collaboration is group formation as studies on small group learning in mathematics and science education demonstrate (Fuchs et al. 1998; Webb et al. 2002). However, few studies in writing and revision instruction explore the effect of ability grouping (Sutherland and Topping 1999). Therefore the present study investigates the main effects and the interaction of two pair composition factors in two instructional methods for undergraduates learning-to-revise and learning-to-write in English as a foreign language (EFL). It does so by defining pair composition with the continuous indices ‘individual performance level’ of a pair member and ‘distance in performance’ between the pair members, and the interaction of these two indices. The instructional settings studied are learning-by-practising and learning-by-observation.

**Ability group composition**

A vast body of research exists on ability composition of small groups in collaborative learning. The majority of these studies are situated in science and mathematics education and in computer-supported collaborative learning (Hooper and Hannafin 1988; Webb et al. 1998; Webb et al. 2002). They test the impact of group configuration on a number of intermediate and dependent variables such as interaction, group functioning and performance (Hooper and Hannafin 1991; Webb et al. 2002). Participants are predominantly 6th- to 8th-grade students grouped in triads (Webb et al. 1998) or quartets (Hooper and Hannafin 1988).

These studies present conflicting views about which group composition is more effective: a homogeneous (same-ability) or heterogeneous (mixed-ability) group. The majority, however, recommend heterogeneous grouping especially for the weaker students because they learn more in heterogeneous than in homogeneous groups (Hooper and Hannafin 1988; Webb 1980; Wiedmann et al. 2012). Theoretical explanations are provided by Piaget’s concept of sociocognitive conflict (De Lisi and Golbeck 1999; Piaget 1932) and Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Hogan and Tudge 1999; Vygotsky 1978).

Piaget’s concept of (socio)cognitive conflict posits that if students in a small group have conflicting opinions, they may question their own and each other’s perspectives and as a result reorganize and add to existing knowledge. This would be highly beneficial for a
successful group task (De Lisi and Golbeck 1999; Webb and Palincsar 1996) and ultimately for cognitive growth (Dalai and Dalton 1993).

For sociocognitive conflict to result in cognitive change, peers need to perceive conflicting viewpoints, which is more likely to occur in heterogeneous ability groups (Hogan and Tudge 1999; Mugny and Doise 1978). However, if the cognitive distance between the peers is too large, conflict may not occur and an alternative point of view may simply be accepted instead of argued or negotiated (Webb and Palincsar 1996).

Also in Vygotsky’s ZPD, distance between group members plays an important role. Vygotsky’s ZPD originally focused on parent–child interaction. It is the distance between learners’ actual and the potential developmental level they can reach with the guidance (Wood et al. 1976) of a more competent peer (Hogan and Tudge 1999; Vygotsky 1978).

In mixed-ability groups, the relatively weaker student can learn from observing more competent peers’ advanced processes and their explanations. Especially the mechanism of explaining, which may occur more often in heterogeneous groups (Webb et al. 2002), would result in learning for both the recipient of explanations and the student explaining, provided that the explanation is elaborate and “procedurally clear” (Fuchs et al. 1998, p. 228; Webb and Palincsar 1996).

Vygotsky’s ZPD “has generally been taken to imply that neither the task difficulty nor the guidance given (...) should be too far in advance of [learners’] (...) current level of ability” (Hogan and Tudge 1999, p. 51). However, even though distance between group members in heterogeneous grouping is crucial both in Vygotsky’s ZPD and in Piaget’s sociocognitive conflict, it is rarely included as a separate variable to operationalize group composition. Groups are categorized as either same- or mixed-ability groups on the basis of a single, dichotomous pretest score of the group members: heterogeneous groups consist of both high- and low-achievers and homogeneous groups of same-ability students. In the few instances where a wider ability range within heterogeneous groups is explored, that is, where next to high- and low-achievers also medium-ability students are included (cf. Webb et al. 1998), defining the ability strata is also done on the basis of a single, dichotomous pretest score.

For the low-achiever to benefit from the high-achiever’s scaffolding in a heterogeneous group, it is imperative that the cognitive distance is not that wide as low-achievers may not understand high-achievers’ explanations (Mugny and Doise 1978; Webb and Palincsar 1996). Also for high-achievers the cognitive distance with group members may play a role. High-ability students tend to transform any task into a meaningful learning task (Rijlaarsdam and Couzijn 2000) as they regulate their learning much better (Schunk 1995) and are capable of setting themselves learning goals (rather than only performance goals) (Dweck 1999). Therefore, high-ability students should profit from both heterogeneous and homogeneous grouping [i.e., irrespective of the ability level of the other group member(s)].

And indeed, some studies show that high-achievers benefit from collaboration for performance irrespective of grouping method (Hooper and Hannafin 1988; Leonard 2001). However, in other studies homogeneously grouped high-ability students outperformed their heterogeneously grouped counterparts (Fuchs et al. 1998; Webb et al. 2002). This might be explained by the distance range with the low-achiever in the heterogeneous groups. Webb (1982) for example shows that the frequency of explaining is positively related to achievement. It stands to reason that if the cognitive distance between high- and low-achiever is too large, explanations may not be solicited and/or offered (Fuchs et al. 1998; Mugny and Doise 1978). As a result, high-achievers may not profit as much as they should from (too) heterogeneous grouping.

Another factor that explains the effect of ability grouping next to group distance is task complexity (Fuchs et al. 1998; Webb et al. 2002). For ill-structured and open-ended tasks, it
may be more productive for high-achievers to work with fellow high-achievers in a dyad with a relatively narrow range of ability. Fuchs et al. (1998) reason that for complex mathematics tasks in the pairs with a wide-ranging group ability they studied, offering well-reasoned explanations to low-achieving group members may have been too difficult for the high-achievers. For routine type of tasks that require clear-cut strategies and answers, the distance between the group members may be less of an issue (Webb et al. 2002).

We may expect that the effect of task complexity and distance between group members could be mediated by instruction. Indeed, instruction can significantly reduce task complexity for students in all ability groups, also the ones traditionally found to be least successful (low-ability homogeneous groups) (Wiedmann et al. 2012). However, only a minority of studies investigated the interaction between instruction and ability grouping (Hooper and Hannafin 1988; Wiedmann et al. 2012).

In writing and revision, Storch and Aldosari (2013) studied the effect of (EFL) proficiency pairing on EFL undergraduates’ L2 use and interaction patterns during collaborative writing. However, the effect of proficiency pairing on text quality was not included nor was the interaction between proficiency pairing and instruction. Some studies on either revision or collaborative writing, mostly with children, recommend heterogeneous ability grouping but do not provide empirical data (cf. Francis and McCutchen 1994). They advocate heterogeneous grouping because low-ability students may profit from modelling of effective strategies by high-ability students. That this recommendation may especially hold for collaborative revision is suggested in a recently published study by Patchan et al. (2013). Patchan et al. studied the effect of ability level on the feedback undergraduates provide on each other’s writing via the web-based reciprocal anonymous peer review system SWoRD (Cho and Schunn 2007). Results showed that low-ability writers “benefited more from the high-ability reviewers” (p. 397) as they received more comments focusing on substance issues from high-ability reviewers “which led to more feedback being implemented from the high-ability reviewers” (p. 397–398).

Studies that implement heterogeneous groups as an instructional method in collaborative writing are Piagetian and Vygotskian inspired instructional methods such as Paired Writing (Topping et al. 2000) and Peer Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) (Fuchs et al. 1997; Saddler and Graham 2005) in which detailed procedures structure interaction and collaborative process writing in cross-ability pairs. In Paired Writing the more proficient writer—the tutor or Helper—guides the less proficient tutee or Writer during the various stages of the writing process with the aid of a flowchart outlining questions to arrive at a joint writing product (Sutherland and Topping 1999). These studies show that heterogeneous groups outperform students learning individually with respect to text quality (Sutherland and Topping 1999; Yarrow and Topping 2001).

One study (Saddler and Graham 2005) investigated the effect of sentence combining activities on 4th-grade PALS groups. The authors showed that pairs with a weaker and stronger student who alternatively acted as tutor and tutee in a sentence combining condition outperformed their counterparts in the comparison condition, a grammar instruction condition, for sentence combining and overall story writing quality.

One of the few studies in which the researchers next to cross-ability dyads (as in Saddler and Graham 2005) also investigate the effect of the instructional method, Paired Writing, on same-ability dyads is Sutherland and Topping (1999). In a small-scale pilot experiment, the researchers paired L1 8-year olds on the basis of teacher rankings of perceived pre-project writing ability, which, as the authors remarked, did not always correspond to initial pretest ability. The results show that Paired Writing is effective for both the less able Writers and their more able Helpers in the cross-ability fixed-role dyads. Even though
same-ability dyads with reciprocating roles significantly improved their writing when writing collaboratively, the effect disappeared when students wrote individually.

Apart from Sutherland and Topping (1999), no studies in writing and revision research investigate the interaction between instructional methods and ability grouping factors. Additionally, the interaction for L1 or L2 learners in higher education is not explored. Nevertheless, as the effect of instruction may vary for different types of learners (Tobias 2010a, b), also in writing (cf. Galbraith 1992; Kieft et al. 2008), it is worth investigating the interaction for different pair configurations in L2 revision.

Revision instruction: modelling or learning-by-observation

Revision is an important, cognitively costly and complex process in writing (Chanquoy 2008; McCutchen 1996) which can occur at any point in the writing process (cf. Allal and Chanquoy 2004; Fitzgerald 1987): either prior to the actual writing or transcribing while planning (“pretextual revision” cf. Allal and Chanquoy 2004, p. 2); online, that is, while writing (e.g., revising a sentence or group of words just written) or when rereading a complete draft or part of the text (“deferred revision” cf. Allal and Chanquoy 2004, p. 2).

The revision process between more and less experienced writers and revisers differs significantly. More experienced revisers’ task definition (i.e., revisers’ knowledge, goals and scope of revision) is “more elaborate and effective” (Hayes 2004, p. 12). Secondly, more experienced revisers and writers (Fitzgerald 1992) do not only detect more problems, they also detect more problems on the global level of a text, so-called higher-order concerns (HOCs) dealing with content, structure and style, whereas less experienced writers mainly detect surface errors or so-called lower-order concerns (LOCs) (Fitzgerald 1992; Sommers 1980). This is in accordance with the developmental pattern of revision skill that follows a local to global developmental pattern (Berninger and Swanson 1994). Experts are also better at diagnosing the problems, have a larger and more sophisticated means-end table at their disposal, that is, more and more elaborate revision procedures and solutions (Faigley and Witte 1981; Fitzgerald 1992; Hayes 2004; Sommers 1980).

Even if in general writers revise more in their L2 than in their L1, regardless of their level of competency (Chenoweth and Hayes 2001; Silva 1993; Stevenson et al. 2006; Thorson 2000; Whalen and Ménard 1995), similar differences between experts and novices can be distinguished in L2 writing (New 1999; Stevenson et al. 2006). In fact, some researchers even speak of an intensification of the L1 revision pattern in L2 (Lindgren et al. 2008; Stevenson et al. 2006; Zamel 1983) or a “single system of revision across languages” (Hall 1990, p. 56) for advanced L2 writers.

In both L1 and L2 the subprocesses of revision (reading, error-detection and error-correction) are heavily governed by revisers’ knowledge (Chenoweth and Hayes 2001; Hayes et al. 1987) e.g., about the audience (Chanquoy 2008) or about revision (Plumb et al. 1994; Wallace and Hayes 1991; Wallace et al. 1996); their goals, the scope of revision (task definition in Hayes et al. 1987; task schema in Hayes 1996) and working memory capacity (McCutchen 1996). Additionally, in the second or foreign language, L2 language proficiency plays a crucial role in distinguishing experts and novices. Manchón et al. (2009) show that more advanced L2 writers “engage four times more often in revision processes related to the elaboration and clarification of ideas, and to the solution of discourse and stylistic problems, than to compensatory language problems.” (p. 113).

Consequently, if students do not revise or revise poorly either in L1 or in L2 it may be the result of a lack of knowledge (knowledge deficit cf. Chanquoy 2008) or because they fail to activate or retrieve knowledge (processing deficit) due to for example “an inadequate
perception of the task” (Chanquoy 2008, p. 88) or “lack of (coordination needed in the) procedures needed for revision” (Chanquoy 2008, p. 88). Effective instructional methods to improve students’ revision skill such as direct instruction in evaluative criteria (Hillocks 1986), structured peer interaction and reciprocal peer revision (MacArthur et al. 1991; Stoddard and MacArthur 1993) and forms of procedural facilitation (Bereiter and Scardamalia 1987; Chanquoy 2008) are thus targeted at either the knowledge deficit by increasing revisers’ knowledge, the processing deficit by reducing the revision load or both.

Studies by Zimmerman and Kitsantas (2002) and Van Steendam et al. (2010) show that short-term revision strategy instruction via modelling (from the instructor’s point of view) or observation (from the learner’s point of view) is effective to improve both L1 and L2 undergraduates’ revision skills respectively. In both studies modelling involves a short-term, explicit instruction of a strategy which is verbalized and demonstrated by models. The two studies illustrate the effectiveness of the first two stages of Schunk and Zimmerman’s (1997) Social Model of Sequential Skill Acquisition according to which observation (Step 1) is followed consecutively by emulation in which students imitate the observed skill or strategy (Step 2). In the 4-step model, emulation is followed by self-directed practice to automatize the skill until learners can regulate their own performance.

Observing writers and/or revisers demonstrate their writing processes prior to executing the writing and/or revision task enables students to cope better with the double agenda of learning-to-write tasks. In learning-to-write tasks students are not only expected to write a qualitatively good text in a certain amount of time (task-execution agenda) but also expected to learn about and from writing (learning agenda) and to simultaneously “balance executional and monitoring processes for each of the agendas” (Rijlaarsdam and Couzijn 2000, p. 167). Consequently, an exclusive focus on the learning process first by observing models prior to task-execution may not only considerably reduce cognitive load (Rijlaarsdam and Couzijn 2000) also during subsequent task-execution because of “the alternation of executing and evaluating activities” (Rijlaarsdam and Couzijn 2000, p. 167) but may also—as a result of this alternation—result in more learning for both lower- and higher-ability students.

Especially for L2 students who, when revising other students’ writing, tend to focus predominantly on surface-level errors (Fitzgerald 1987; Stevenson et al. 2006), a learning environment that triggers attention and reflection may be key (Bandura 1986; Rijlaarsdam and Couzijn 2000). For some L2 learners, this predominant focus on LOCs might be explained by a lower proficiency level in the L2. For others it may be due to the general abundance of LOCs in L2 texts which would distract from the HOCs. As in observational learning via instructional video also attentional processes are being triggered, observation may be especially productive for the acquisition of a global revision strategy by L2 learners, both poor and more proficient L2 revisers, following the adage “those who notice most, learn most” (Schmidt 1990, p. 144). The prevailing focus on form instead of on content by L2 revisers may also be the product of a long tradition of a focus on form in language classes (Lindgren et al. 2008). That is why especially L2 revisers in higher education might benefit from relatively short-term instruction via observation (to change their task representation). These students might have the required L2 language proficiency, but, as a result of a form-focused language education, may “define the task of revision [first and foremost] as making only local changes” (Wallace et al. 1996).

Empirical evidence illustrates that observation is more effective for all types of L1 secondary-school students than a more traditional task-execution or “learning-by-doing” condition (Couzijn 1999) in which learners get presentational instruction without teacher or peer modelling and then have to practise (Braaksma 2002; Rijlaarsdam et al. 2005).
Also for the complex problem-solving activity of collaborative revision in L2 learning-by-observation proves to be an effective instructional method (Van Steendam et al. 2010). When revising collaboratively students need to perform a number of cognitive activities simultaneously. On the one hand, there is the revision process in the foreign language which requires the detection, diagnosis and correction of textual problems both on the higher and lower levels of a text. On the other hand, there is the communication as students have to discuss and negotiate solutions with their pair members. Additionally, collaborative revision of higher-order textual problems is intrinsically complex because multiple solutions and strategies to deal with HOCs can be discerned, which are not guaranteed successful, that is, which do not necessarily result in a better text. Van Steendam et al. (2010) show that also undergraduate pairs revising collaboratively benefit more from observation than from practising for L2 revision quality. However, no studies investigate what the effect of ability grouping is when L2 pairs are instructed via modelling compared to a more traditional practising condition. Nevertheless, as drawing on the theoretical framework of observational learning in writing, learning-by-observation is expected to benefit both poor and more proficient writers and revisers, it stands to reason that both less able and more able learners in different ability pairs will benefit from the instruction.

This study

This study tests the effects of two pair composition factors and their interaction in two instructional settings on two dependent variables: revision and writing. The two instructional modi are (1) modelling or learning-by-observation and (2) practising or learning-by-doing. In the Observation condition students learn to revise and to write by observing peer models applying a revision strategy, while in the Practising condition students learn by practising the strategy themselves. Contrary to prior studies, ability grouping is operationalized by two continuous indices instead of a single dichotomous index: the proficiency level of individual pair members and the distance in proficiency between the pair members (heterogeneity). The interaction between these indices will be used as third characteristic of pair composition.

Research questions

Central to this study is the question whether the effect of ability grouping factors varies for two instructional methods (modelling or learning-by-observation and practising) in L2 collaborative revision. We will answer this question for two dependent variables, Revision Quality (learning) and Writing Quality (transfer).

Working hypotheses

As collaborative revision is a complex problem-solving task, following Fuchs et al. (1998) we expect that in the traditional practising condition initially stronger writers and revisers will benefit from homogeneous ability grouping (Hypothesis 1). The weaker students will profit more from the support of a more proficient writer/reviser in a heterogeneous ability group (Hypothesis 2).

Learning-by-Observation, on the other hand, is hypothesized to reduce task complexity for both weaker and stronger writers and revisers in heterogeneous and homogeneous dyads to the extent that they benefit from all ability groupings and that group composition does not play a role in this instructional mode (Hypothesis 3).
Method

Participants

The present study presents both a secondary and a supplementary analysis on data taken from another study (Van Steendam et al. 2010). Participants in the study are 160 Business freshmen attending an EFL course (42 % female) at a Belgian university. All students are first-year university students born in the same year. Mean age is 18.5 years ($SD = 3.17$ months). They are all native speakers of Dutch.

The participants belong to six class groups that were randomly (= alphabetically) composed by the university administration at the beginning of the academic year taking comparable class sizes into account (i.e., students with surnames from a to d were assigned to class group 1; class group 2 included students whose surnames started with e to h and so on; class 3–l; class 4–p; class 5–t and class 6–z). Each condition consists of three randomly-assigned classes.

The distribution of male and female students is not significantly different over conditions: $\chi^2(1, \, N = 160) = 0.59, \, p = 0.466$. Scores on the Oxford computer-based Quick Placement Test (QPT; Oxford University Press 2001) show that the majority of the students have an upper-intermediate to advanced EFL level: 10.4 % of the participants are lower-intermediate EFL users; 33.3 % of the participants have an upper-intermediate level of English; 32.6 % an advanced level and 23.6 % a very advanced level. The distribution of the different EFL proficiency levels is not significantly different over the two conditions: $\chi^2(3, \, N = 160) = 2.28, \, p = 0.517$. Table 2 provides more information about the pretest measures for the participants in the different conditions.

Design and procedure

We implemented a pretest—posttest design and administered pre- and posttests for two variables: revision and writing (cf. Table 1 Overview of Procedure). The intervention between pre- and posttests consisted of two phases: Instruction and Emulation in collaborative revision. Prior to the Instruction phase students were randomly assigned to dyads (hence: mixed- and same-gender dyads), which remained the same for the Emulation phase. The experimental intervention took place in the Instruction phase.

Instruction

In the instruction phase dyads were instructed in a strategy to revise content and structure of a text. The revision strategy itself consisted of six consecutive steps. Guiding questions helped students reflect on the content and structure of a letter of application and to detect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Overview of procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 1: Pretest (individual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing &gt; Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5: Intervention (dyad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction &gt; Emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Observation - Practising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 6: Posttest (individual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing &gt; Revision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOCs. The strategy steps successively homed in on the content (Step 1) and structure of the letter as a whole [e.g., Did the writer include paragraphs? (Step 2); Are the paragraphs in a logical order? (Step 3)] and of every single paragraph separately [e.g., Does every paragraph have one main idea? (Step 4); Does every paragraph have a topic sentence? (Step 5) and Is every paragraph convincing? (Step 5)]. Every question representing a specific step was accompanied by an explanation. For every negative answer to a question, revision tips were suggested. The ‘global’ (i.e., as it deals with higher-order rather than local problems) revision strategy is genre-specific but at the same time has a high degree of transferability to other genres because it is a ‘global’ strategy to deal with structural and content problems which may appear in any type or genre of writing (e.g., a letter of application as well as an essay may lack unified paragraphs). The dyads were instructed in the revision strategy by means of two different instructional strategies corresponding to two conditions: a Practising condition and an Observation condition.

Practising condition (called PD for Practising in Dyad). In the PD condition, students received a handout with a letter of application for a university summer school. The letter contained structural and content problems (e.g., text without paragraphs). In randomly composed dyads students were asked to apply the revision strategy to the letter in consequent steps (step-by-step). Students first read the letter as a whole, after which they read the explications of a specific step in the handout. After application of the particular step for which they were provided with an explicit time indication, students were given a model answer on paper. This procedure was repeated for the six consecutive strategy steps. Students were told practising the strategy could enable them to revise and write a similar application letter. No further instructions on how dyad members had to interact or carry out the step-by-step strategy were provided to resemble authentic and naturalistic collaborative revision.

Observation condition (OD for Observation in Dyad). Students observed a pair of peer mastery models on CD-ROM demonstrate the revision strategy on the same letter that was the task set in the Practising condition. In dyadic interaction, the two students in the video demonstrated their application of the steps in the revision strategy and the detection and revision of HOCs. The changes the peer models made were the model answers provided in the PD condition. Students in the Observation condition were told they would watch two peers discuss and revise the structure and content of an application letter with the aid of a revision strategy. They were asked to pay close attention to the video to enable them to revise and write a similar letter of application. No further instructions were provided to the students in the Observation condition (cf. naturalistic and authentic situation).

The language of interaction in both conditions was Dutch, students’ L1. Time-on-task in both conditions was kept equal. The time provided to dyads in the Practising condition to apply a strategy step was the same as the time the two models in the Observation condition spent on that step. To control for instructor effects, three experienced instructors were randomly assigned to both conditions and paper handouts with instructions, clarifications and model answers were used. As a result, every instructor was involved in both conditions and merely acted as a time-keeper.

**Emulation phase**

In both conditions an emulation session followed the instruction session. In this emulation session students applied the revision strategy and criteria in dyads to a peer’s letter of application for a summer school on a topic having to do with students’ field of study. The letter contained HOCs which students were expected to detect and revise with the help of the instructed strategy. Students used a procedural facilitator to keep check of the strategy
steps (scaffolded dyadic practising), a cardboard sheet with an outline of the steps taught in the Instruction phase. Students could also view the strategy tool online.

All students worked on a computer, using Word Reviewing to make changes. Having both students work on the same computer to encourage them to pool their resources facilitated collaboration. The task, highly complex and open-ended as far as revision possibilities are concerned, requires joint problem-solving and interaction to enhance learning (Leonard 2001). To facilitate interaction, students were allowed to use their L1 during collaboration (De Guerrero and Villamil 2000).

Test measures

As Table 1 illustrates, students were administered three revision tests and two writing tests. Revision tests were an individual pretest, an emulation session test, part of the intervention (scaffolded dyadic revision), and an individual posttest (independent, i.e., unscaffolded, individual revision). Writing tests were an individual pretest and an individual posttest. All tests were done on a computer using Microsoft Word (i.e., for both revision and writing tests students used a PC). For all tests (pretests, emulation session test and posttests), students were given 1 h. As it was not possible to selectively administer a specific test version to a specific individual or dyad electronically, administering different versions for all the tests, even though preferable for generalization purposes and to avoid task effects (Schoonen 2012; Van den Bergh 1990), was not ecologically valid. For the posttest revision, however, a balanced design was used, that is, half of the students revised posttest A and half of the students revised version B. All tests and test prompts were vetted by Business English teachers for appropriate length, suitability and level of difficulty.

Revision tests

All revision tests consist of the same type of letter, a letter of application for a place on a summer school on an economics-related topic in which writers also enquire about accommodation and available scholarships. The authentic letters, not written by any of the participants, contain content and structural errors typical of the genre by the target group such as more than one main idea in a paragraph or an undeveloped paragraph (pretest: 10 HOCs; emulation and posttest: each 20 HOCs). The errors are not highlighted. For reasons of comparability and generalizability and to reduce error variance, none of the letters used were written by any of the students participating in the study. This had the added benefit that the required critical distance to identify discrepancies was created (Holliway and McCutchen 2004) and that students were not faced with peer pressure. Studies by Bartlett (1982) and Daneman and Stainton (1993) for example show that it is easier to notice word errors and ambiguous information in somebody else’s writing than in one’s own as a result of a required detachment from the text (Murray 1978; Rijlaarsdam et al. 2004).

For the three tests students were asked to revise on the structural and content level in English [i.e., off-line deep (as opposed to surface) revision, deferred revision]. For each error or target item students revised correctly, they received a score 1, and a zero when the item was not revised or not revised correctly. Revision Quality is indicated by the sum score of all the items correctly revised (Cronbach’s alpha for the pretest is .70, for the emulation session test .89 and for the posttest revision .75). The pretest Revision Quality measure will subsequently referred to as initial (Individual) Revision Proficiency (cf. “Pair composition variables” section).
No further classification in terms of the different Actions that students performed when revising (e.g., additions, deletions, reorderings) or on the basis of Domain of revision (sentence, paragraph) was made (Stevenson et al. 2006) as in the instruction, even though different correct transformation possibilities in terms of Action or Domain were shown, no quality distinction was made between them. The Revision Quality score thus reflected the study’s aim to teach students to revise HOCs correctly.

One rater scored all tests in a random order. A second rater independently scored 12.5% of all the tests in a random order (n = 60). A scoring guide with benchmark examples for different correct transformation possibilities was provided. Reliability between the two sets of scores for Revision Quality was good (z = .89, p = .01). Subsequently, disagreement between the discrepant scores was discussed and resolved.

Writing tests

At the beginning of the academic year students also wrote a letter of application for a summer school at an English-speaking university to prepare them for their Business studies. Five weeks later, after the instructional intervention, students wrote a second letter for a summer school on a topic related to their studies.

In the scoring system the traits assessed were the criteria presented to the participants in the instruction phase. As none of the existing text quality measures (e.g., Common European Framework of Reference, Council of Europe 2001) proved to be specific enough to capture the quality of the structural criteria instructed in the specific genre, we developed a set of scoring descriptors which were considered “to be salient in the context” (Hamp-Lyons 1995, p. 761). The scoring guide was thus based on the criteria for content and structure included in the revision strategy presented to students during the intervention and reflects the structural and content errors typical of the writing by the target group. Additionally, the criteria were also identified as important both for the quality of the specific genre and for writing quality in general and for the development of writing on the basis of reviewing textbooks, the literature on Business and Academic Writing, existing scoring descriptors for content and structure and by confering with expert-teachers of the genre and of the target audience. Students received a composite score of primary-trait scores for structure and content (out of 25) (Hamp-Lyons 1995; Lloyd-Jones 1977). These primary-trait scores were genre-specific and at the same time indicative of structural quality of the students’ writing in general:

1. a score for content (ranging from 0 to 10 points): the main question when scoring content is if authors succeeded in reaching their goal, that is, of being accepted for a place on a summer course. The answer was evaluated on the basis of the letter as a whole and every single paragraph. For every single paragraph (for example) raters verified if a paragraph contained sufficient and relevant information and was convincing enough to develop its topic and to reach its goal. Included in the content score is the degree to which students addressed the course’s topic in their writing (e.g. in developing a motivation paragraph) instead of writing a sort of general, pass-key letter of application for any summer school on any topic. The score could thus also be labelled audience awareness.

2. a score for structure (range 0–10 points): this score includes the evaluation of the structure of the letter as a whole (e.g., presence, number and order of paragraphs) and of every single paragraph (e.g., ‘one paragraph is one idea’ criterion);

3. a score for topic sentences (5 points) in which both the presence and suitability of the topic sentences for every paragraph are evaluated.
Attenuated Pearson correlations between the three subscores are statistically significant and range from .55 to .65 (compare Lord and Novick 1968). Therefore the variables are assumed to be indicative of the same construct. The score will subsequently be referred to as Writing Quality for the posttest writing and as initial (Individual) Writing Proficiency (cf. “Pair composition variables” section). A large proportion of the anonymized typed writing assignments \( n = 159 \), pretests \( n = 80 \) and posttests \( n = 79 \) mixed] were independently coded by two trained and experienced raters to compute inter-rater reliability and to verify the validity of the scoring rubric. The raters were experienced in assessing writing and in teaching English in general and (Business and Academic) writing in specific to EFL (Business) students. A scoring guide with benchmark examples of scores for the three dimensions was used to improve scoring reliability. The experienced raters were trained in a 2-h training session during which the scoring guide was explained, discussed in detail and applied to random sample copies. Raters convened a second time (a week later) after having scored a number of 25 randomly selected writing assignments. On the basis of a satisfactory interrater reliability \( r = .90 \), raters individually scored the remaining writing assignments. Interrater reliability was fairly good (ranging from \( r = .85 \) to \( r = .95 \) with \( p = .01 \) for the different tests and traits).

Pair composition variables

On the basis of the two pretests, two indices were created to describe ability grouping: (1) level of proficiency (in revision and writing) of the individual pair member and (2) degree of heterogeneity in (writing/revision) proficiency within a dyad. The interaction term of these two indices allowed us to predict whether strong and weak learners benefited differently from pairs varying in heterogeneity. We constructed three continuous variables to predict for every initial writing and revision score the more effective intervention:

(1) Each member of a dyad received a continuous score for initial writing proficiency and initial revision proficiency. This measure is called the (initial) Individual (cf. subscript i) Proficiency measure (\( P_i \)): \( WP_i \) for writing and \( RP_i \) for revision.

(2) Every pair received a continuous score for the degree of heterogeneity in initial writing and revision proficiency between its members. This measure is the standard deviation of pretest performance within a dyad. It is an index for homogeneity/heterogeneity. We shall subsequently refer to this pair (cf. subscript p) variable as \( D_p \) for Distance or Deviation within a pair: \( RD_p \) for revision (Revision Distance in a pair) and \( WD_p \) for the writing measure (Writing Distance in a pair).

(3) Finally, for every dyad member the interaction between initial Individual Proficiency and Distance or Deviation within a pair was included. This interaction term is in fact a cross-level interaction. Combining the individual variable \( P_i \) and the degree of deviation in a pair \( D_p \) (in an interaction term cf. “Statistical Model” section) will allow us to make predictions for weaker and stronger writers and revisers in pairs that vary in heterogeneity.

Data analyses

Number of students

From the total number of 80 dyads or 160 students all of them participated in the emulation session. For the separate measures of the pretest revision (\( n = 6 \)), pretest writing (\( n = 3 \),
posttest revision \((n = 7)\) and posttest writing \((n = 4)\) we have a few missing cases (sometimes overlapping) which means that we sometimes analyzed data from 143 students or 71 dyads. However, since all students attended the emulation session, crucial to the design as this is where the intervention took place, and as multilevel models permit us to work with missing data (Hox 2002; Raudenbush and Bryk 2002), all students were included in the analyses.

Statistical model

Two multilevel models were analysed, using MLwiN 2.10 (Rasbash et al. 2009). In Model 1 for Revision Quality, for each of the two conditions one means for both posttests revision (emulation session test, that is, scaffolded dyadic revision, and the individual posttest, that is, unscaffolded, individual revision) was estimated next to three pair composition variables: (1) initial individual proficiency in revision \((R_P)\), (2) the standard deviation of initial revision proficiency within a dyad (Revision Distance in a pair \(R_D)\) and (3) the interaction between \(R_P\) and \(R_D\). Hence, in total 8 fixed parameters (2 fixed parameters for the two conditions * 4 fixed parameters, that is, intercept and three pair composition variables) and three variance components are estimated. As revision tests (level 1) were nested in individuals (level 2) that were nested in pairs (level 3), a multivariate multilevel fixed occasion model with three levels was used (Goldstein 2003).

In Model 2 for Writing Quality, for each of the two conditions the intercept was estimated next to 3 pair composition variables: (1) initial Individual Writing Proficiency \((W_P)\), (2) the degree in deviation in a pair for initial Writing Proficiency (Writing Distance in a pair \(W_D)\) and (3) the interaction of these two pair composition terms. Hence in total 2 (for the two conditions) * 4 fixed parameters (intercept, three pair composition variables) and two variances were estimated. This model is a univariate model in which individuals (level 1) are nested in pairs (level 2) (Quene´ and Van den Bergh 2004).

Additionally, in every single condition statistical significance of a variable is tested by computing the Wald Test (i.e., the ratio of the estimate and its standard error is standard normal distributed).

Results

Preliminary analyses

Means and standard deviations for pretest and posttest measures can be found in Table 2. No statistically significant differences in pretest measures were found between the two conditions for QPT \((\chi^2(1, N = 157) = 2.35, p = .13)\) nor for the initial Individual Writing Proficiency measure \((\chi^2(1, N = 157) = 0.235, p = .63)\) or for the initial Individual Revision Proficiency measure \((\chi^2(1, N = 154) = 3.5, p = .15)\). Additionally, for the posttest revision Revision Quality no statistically significant task differences were observed between the two versions \((\chi^2(1, N = 153) = 1.7, p = .19)\).
Learning effect: revision quality

In the Practising condition, no statistically significant effects were found for Individual Revision Proficiency \( RP_i \) (\( \beta = -0.068 \) (SE = 0.167), \( p = .68 \)) nor for Revision Distance in a pair \( RD_p \) (\( \beta = 0.179 \) (0.417), \( p = .67 \)) cf. Table 3 for regression coefficients and standard errors for pair composition variables (Fixed Coefficients). However, the interaction between these factors was significant (\( \beta = -0.575 \) (0.260), \( p = .02 \)). Thus within this instructional modus the learning effect on revision depends on the combination of individual students’ Revision Proficiency and the degree of heterogeneity in Revision Proficiency within the dyad students belongs to. Figure 1 illustrates that the better individual revisers scored on the pretest revision, the less they benefited from a heterogeneous pair in PD, while the lower students scored for initial Revision Proficiency, the more they prospered in a heterogeneous dyad. The variance explained by the interaction of both \( RP_i \) and \( RD_p \) in PD is 6 %, which corresponds to a medium effect size (cf. Cohen 1977).

In the Observation condition (OD in Fig. 1) we found no statistically significant effects, neither for initial Individual Revision Proficiency \( RP_i \) (\( \beta = 0.215 \) (0.776), \( p = .78 \)), nor for Revision Distance in a pair \( RD_p \) (\( \beta = 0.116 \) (0.170), \( p = .49 \)) or the interaction \( RP_i * RD_p \) (\( \beta = -0.041 \) (0.110), \( p = .71 \)).

Table 3 provides the variances attributed to the different levels in the multilevel fixed occasion model (Random Coefficients).

Transfer effect: writing quality

In the Practising condition we observed a statistically significant effect for initial Individual Writing Proficiency (\( \beta = 0.409 \) (0.176), \( p = .02 \)). The higher individual writers scored on the pretest writing, the more they prospered in these instructional modi (see Fig. 2).

We found the same result in the Observation condition (\( \beta = 0.414 \) (0.152), \( p = .001 \)) cf. Table 4 for regression coefficients and standard errors. The better individual writers are, the more they benefit in this instructional modus. The variance explained by students’ initial Writing Proficiency in the Observation condition is 9.4 % corresponding to a medium effect size (Cohen 1977).
We found no statistically significant effects for Writing Distance in a pair WDp in either the Practising (β = 0.041 (0.089), p = .65) or the Observation condition (β = -0.008 (0.068), p = .91).

However, in Practising the interaction between WPi and WDp is statistically significant (β = -0.138 (0.067), p = .03). This means that the transfer effect in this instructional modus depends on both individual students’ initial Writing Proficiency and the degree of distance in Writing Proficiency. Figure 2 illustrates that the wider the distance in initial writing proficiency between the pair members in PD, the more the less proficient writers benefit from a

### Table 3  Parameter Estimates (Fixed and Random) for Revision Quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Practising</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Individual Revision Proficiency</td>
<td>0.215 (0.776)</td>
<td>-0.068 (1.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revision Distance in a pair</td>
<td>0.116 (0.170)</td>
<td>0.179 (0.417)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>-0.041 (0.110)</td>
<td>-0.575* (0.260)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Revision Proficiency* Revision Distance in a pair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random Coefficients</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variance between pairs</td>
<td>0.249 (0.068)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance between individuals</td>
<td>0.010 (0.052)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance within individuals</td>
<td>0.726 (0.065)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05

**Fig. 1** The *vertical lines* (PD 0 to PD 3) represent the different standard deviations in PD ranging from D = 0 for a completely homogeneous dyad to D = 3 for the highest between-individual difference within a pair. The higher individual writers score on the pretest revision (cf. standardized z-scores on the X-axis), the more they benefit from a homogeneous pair in PD for the posttest revision (cf. standardized z-scores on the Y-axis).
heterogeneous pair as opposed to the more proficient writers. The variance explained by the interaction of both WP_i and WSp in Practising is 5 % (=medium effect size).

In the Observation condition no statistically significant effects were found for the interaction of initial Individual Writing Proficiency and Writing Distance in a pair ($\beta = -0.054 (0.059), p = .36$).

Table 4 presents the variances attributed to the different levels in the multilevel fixed occasion model (Random Coefficients).

**Discussion**

In the present study we tested the effect of pair composition factors on learning and transfer results in two instructional modi for collaborative revision in L2, to test the compensating effect of instructional support. We set two indicators and their interaction to define ability grouping, three continuous scores on the basis of pretests paralleling skills targeted during instruction and in the outcome measure. The fact that, apart from students’ individual...
proficiency, we also included the distance in initial proficiency between pair members allowed us to test the effect of an increasingly more or less wide-ranging proficiency distance on both low- and high-achievers.

The results show that the effect of pair composition depends on instructional strategies. In the Practising condition the more proficient L2 revisers are, the less they benefit for Revision Quality from working together with a less proficient reviser in a heterogeneous dyad. However, less skilled revisers do profit from collaborating with a more skilled reviser. These results are corroborated for L2 writers for Writing Quality. In this study a global revision strategy for content and structure was instructed with the two-fold aim of improving L2 students’ higher-order revision skills and consequently having them prioritize content organisation when writing, resulting in better texts. That there is a carry-over effect from revision to writing of the same type of texts, may supply evidence for the ‘learning-by-reviewing’ hypothesis put forward by Cho and MacArthur (2011) which states that students improve their own writing as a result of reviewing others’.

The finding that less proficient revisers and writers benefit from the support of a stronger reviser or writer, even if quite frequently at the latter’s expense, confirms Hypothesis 2 and is in line with prior research on ability grouping in collaborative learning (Hooper and Hannafin 1991; Webb et al. 2002; Wiedmann et al. 2012).

That vice versa strong writers are preferably grouped with another high-ability writer in a homogeneous dyad (confirmation of Hypothesis 1) is consistent with studies by Webb et al. (2002) and Fuchs et al. (1998). Contrary to what Webb et al. (2002) found for less complex tasks in science education, for the complex task of collaborative revision and subsequent application of a content/structure first strategy to a new draft, the level of the less proficient pair member in heterogeneous pairs does play a role for the high-ability students. The result that the wider the distance in skill with the less proficient learner, the less the initially more proficient learners benefit from the collaboration, seems support for a strong relation between ability grouping and task complexity. At the same time, the results suggest that the effect of ability grouping and task complexity cannot be seen separately from instruction.

As in the Observation condition no statistically significant effects on Revision Quality are found either for Individual Revision Proficiency or for degree of heterogeneity in Revision Proficiency in a Dyad (Revision Distance in a pair), we can conclude that revisers in any type of dyad benefit from the condition. This result illustrates that Observation in collaborative revision is a powerful instructional method as it overrides some of the individual differences which can be found in a more traditional practising condition. The instructional method thus seems to be effective in changing these EFL college students’ task representation (i.e., having them revise a text for content and structure first) and in reducing task complexity for both lower- and higher-ability learners to the degree that both benefit from heterogeneous and homogeneous grouping (cf. Hypothesis 3). Future research could also include (indirect) measures of cognitive load (e.g., Paas et al. 2003) to confirm this. Also, when students are instructed in a global revision strategy via modelling, distance in proficiency between these learners does not seem to matter.

However, Hypothesis 3 is only partially confirmed as results for Writing Quality, the group-to-individual transfer variable, show that in Observation the more proficient writers benefit more from the condition than the less proficient writers, regardless of dyad composition. That the transfer effect from collaborative revision to subsequent individual writing is mediated by writing ability confirms previous research on instruction and ability grouping in statistics (Wiedmann et al. 2012).
That the stronger writers benefited more from the observation of a mastery peer revision model for writing than the weaker writers could first of all confirm that stronger students traditionally seem to outperform weaker writers. It can also be taken as support for the similarity hypothesis validated by Braaksma et al. (2002), which states that students initially benefit more from focusing on a model similar to them in performance. However, as in our study students were instructed in the fairly complex problem-solving activity of revising HOCs in a new genre, we hypothesized a mastery model, apart from being effective for the stronger learners, also to be less cognitively demanding and less confusing for the weak novice revisers to learn about the detection, diagnosis and revision of problems than a model showing a poor collaborative revision dyad (a so-called weak model cf. Braaksma 2002) or a coping model of a dyad first doing poorly but gradually improving its performance (Kitsantas et al. 2000). Research in the field of worked examples in science and mathematics education, in which learners are presented with expert models of cognitive problem-solving, also advocates an error-free expert model in the initial stages of skill acquisition and cognitive problem-solving and recommends postponing incorrect solutions to a later stage in problem-solving (Große and Renkl 2007).

For Revision Quality, observing a peer mastery model of collaborative revision proved to be beneficial to both weak and stronger revisers. However, for transfer to Writing Quality, less proficient writers did not seem to benefit as much as the more proficient writers. Perhaps writers in the weak dyads did not have the required frame of reference to fully transfer the revision strategy demonstrated by the mastery dyad to their own writing. Future research should experimentally test if weak low-ability students are better served by a weak model dyad for transfer to writing or by a sequence of mastery and weaker models. On the other hand, it should be noted that it is not because initially weaker writers did not benefit to the same degree as more proficient writers for Writing Quality that learning was not taking place.

In a study with Dutch L1 high-school students, Braaksma et al. (2004) found a significant impact of observation on students’ writing processes: students’ writing processes were more varied than in a direct writing condition. Consequently, it is highly likely that in the present study weak students in the observation condition changed their writing and revision process to a significant degree or evolved in their reflection on texts, as the results for Revision Quality may indicate, but did not translate this into qualitatively better texts than the stronger writers. Future research should include writing and revision process data to verify this and to offer an insight into students’ actual strategy use and task representation.

Studies by Winters and Alexander (2011) and Barron (2003) in collaborative science and mathematics problem-solving with high-school students and 6-grade students respectively illustrate that interaction may have a significant impact on learning and transfer. That is why in further research quality and quantity of interaction (Hooper and Hannafin 1991; Villamil and De Guerrero 1996), learning mechanisms at play in interaction such as explaining, giving and receiving elaborated help (Webb 1982), instances of sociocognitive conflict (Fuchs et al. 1998) and of regulatory behaviour (Winters and Alexander 2011) should be studied to determine the full impact of interaction, instruction and group composition (Webb and Palincsar 1996).

Despite the fact that we need replication studies, long-term and with different tasks, to generalize these findings, the strengths of this study are first of all that it confirms that short-term revision strategy instruction in collaboration may result in rapid significant improvement in writing quality for college-level students. Wallace and Hayes for example illustrated that a mere 8-min instructional prompt to revise more globally resulted in a change in entry-level college writing students’ task schemata for revision tasks and a
consequent improvement in writing and revision performance both of their own (Wallace et al. 1996) and other students’ texts (Wallace and Hayes 1991). The present study shows that short-term revision instruction via observation in collaborative revision of other students’ writing is an effective instructional method to improve undergraduates’ revision skills in a foreign language irrespective of grouping method (heterogeneous and homogeneous). At the same time, the study also illustrates that what ‘works’ for more proficient revisers and writers in terms of grouping in more traditional instructional conditions is not always equally effective for poor revisers and writers and vice versa.

In this respect, the study attests to the importance of aptitude treatment interaction (ATI) research (Cronbach and Snow 1977; Tobias 2010a, b), which starts from the premise that the effect of instructional strategies may be different for different types of learners and that instructional treatments should be adapted to the aptitude or proficiency of individual learners to result in better achievement and learning, also in writing (Galbraith 1992; Braaksma 2002). Not only does the present study provide support for ATI research but also for the educational practice of matching instructional strategies and students. As such, the results contribute significantly to our understanding of effective strategy instruction for collaborative revision in L2 for different types of foreign language revisers and writers in heterogeneous and homogeneous pairs. Additionally, the study provides us with a first insight into the complex interplay between pair composition and observation for the fairly complex task of revising collaboratively in L2.

Implications for educational practice seem to be that teachers implementing collaborative revision in L2 without modelling should be aware of the complex trade-off of mixed-ability groups for weak and strong writers and revisers. Observation, on the other hand, seems to override this precarious balance for weak and strong revisers in heterogeneous groups and emerges as an effective instructional method for collaborative revision in L2 for both heterogeneous and homogeneous ability dyads.
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